
PUPPY DESCRIPTION AND DEPOSIT AGREEMENT FOR A FUTURE PUPPY

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________
Phone # ___________________________ Email(s)_______________________________________

Have you already had an Interview with Olympic Dalmatians? Y    N        When? _______________

As discussed in the Interview, generally pups range from $1500-$3000 depending on your choices.
To try to make the process of narrowing down the perfect puppy easier I have created the following
exercise. We KNOW all puppies are cute and lovable...PLEASE circle all that apply to the puppy you are looking for now!

My puppy should be: Male Female Either

My puppy should also be: Black Liver Either Other___________

It would be best if they were: Smaller(35#) Medium(45#) Larger(60+#)

My puppy should be: LUA HUA Either

Coat length should be: Short Coat Longcoat Either

Our family has other pets to consider when selecting personalities. Yes No
Specifics?________________________________________________________________________
Our family has small children to consider when selecting personalities. Yes No
Specifics?________________________________________________________________________
Our family is very active and want to take our dog with us everywhere. Yes No
Specifics? _______________________________________________________________________
Our family likes: Velco Personality Independent Personality Protective Personality
Specifics?_______________________________________________________________________

I understand that by submitting this Puppy Description and placing my $500 Deposit (towards the
adoption price of my puppy) I am asking Olympic Dalmatians to effectively hold a puppy in reserve for
me and to turn away other potential families, as such my deposit is NON-REFUNDABLE.

If a puppy that meets my above description (that Olympic Dalmatians also believes is a good fit for my
family) is offered to me and I choose to transfer to the next available litter for a puppy that meets my
above description, Olympic Dalmatians will honor my request for FREE the first time such a request is
made, however for any future requests a $250 transfer fee will be subtracted from my Deposit balance.
(This keeps folks from sitting on our list and transferring from litter to litter for years).

The balance of my puppy Adoption Price (less Deposit balance) is due at Puppy Pickup.

In the event that Olympic Dalmatians does NOT end up offering a puppy to me within 6 months of the
date of this Deposit I am entitled to a refund of my Deposit balance.

Signature of Puppy Family: _________________________________________ Date: __________

Signature of Breeder: ______________________________________________ Date: __________

Once completed please email this document to: OlympicDalmatians@gmail.com
Then place your $500 deposit via Zelle (our email for Zelle is OlympicDalmatians@gmail.com)
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